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Abstract The post-cracking behaviour of steel fibre

reinforced concrete (SFRC) is typically determined

following an inverse analysis of flexural prism tests.

Although these tests have significant practical merit, it

has been argued that the anisotropy of the material due

to the dispersion and orientation of the fibres cannot be

accounted for in these tests. Multidirectional double

punch tests on cubes have been proposed to overcome

these issues. These tests are also well-suited to study

size effects. However, no generally accepted inverse

analysis method for these tests presently exists. This

paper presents a simple and mechanically consistent

inverse analysis procedure to estimate the residual

post-cracking strength of SFRC from the results of

double punch tests conducted on cubes. To explore the

potential and limitations of this methodology, an

experimental investigation was conducted on 30

double punch tests on cubes of varying sizes, varying

fibre dosage and loading direction with respect to the

concrete casting direction. The results demonstrate

that the approach provides useful comparative infor-

mation on the anisotropy of the material, however

further investigation on the input parameters is

required to prove its reliability in quantifying the

residual tensile stress offered by the fibres.

Keywords Steel fibre reinforced concrete � Size
effect � Multidirectional test � Double punch test �
Crack kinematics � Inverse analysis � Post-cracking
characterisation � Fibre orientation

1 Introduction

The addition of fibres to concrete can significantly

increase the toughness or post-cracking energy

absorption properties of the otherwise brittle concrete

[1–3]. The limited uptake of steel fibre reinforced

concrete (SFRC) in industry practice can be attributed

to the difficulty in establishing and accurately quan-

tifying the behaviour of the material to a degree that is

required to be easily incorporated into existing and

new design procedures. The fundamental property

when considering the design of a structural member

composed of SFRC is its post-cracking residual tensile

strength. This property is commonly described in

terms of its stress vs crack width (r-w) response.
Several well-accepted test methods have been

proposed in the literature to characterise and establish

ther-w relationship of SFRC at the material level. The

primary purpose of laboratory material testing is to
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provide useful data from which material properties, as

required for the design of structural elements made of

the material, can be accurately established. In general

terms, these methods for SFRC can be split into two

categories, namely direct and indirect methods.

Direct methods include uniaxial tension tests. These

tests are, in principle, the ideal (theoretical) tests that

should be used to determine the r-w relationship of

SFRC [4–8]. The results obtained from these tests do

not require an inverse analysis and can be directly

processed into design models. There are, however,

drawbacks of conducting direct tension tests on SFRC.

These include the effect of the boundary conditions and

the requirements for specialised equipment [9–12].

Indirect methods include prism bending and round

determinate panel tests. These tests are relatively easy

to manufacture and perform. The load-deformation

response obtained from these tests must, however, be

combined with an inverse analysis to establish the r-
w relationship. Indeed, several formulations have been

developed and proposed in national codes of practice

[13–15].

Although it is well established in the literature that

the dispersion and orientation of fibres in SFRC can

display some bias in directionality due to several

factors such as the flow of concrete and vibration

during casting [16–18], available inverse analysis

procedures rarely take this into regard in an adequate

manner [19]. An attempt to overcome this limitation

may be to test specimens cut out in different directions

from a larger specimen. However, this procedure is too

expensive in time and labour to be conducted in

routine material testing.

Chen proposed the double punch test on concrete

cylinders in 1970 [20]. This test was an alternative to

the split cylinder test (also known as the Brazilian test)

in determining the tensile strength of plain concrete.

This test consists of placing a short concrete cylinder,

with equal height and diameter, vertically between the

loading plates of a testing machine. The specimen is

compressed by two steel punches which are placed

centrally on the top and bottom surfaces of the

specimen. The testing arrangement is attractive in

that the tests are easy to perform and failure of the

specimen is not confined to a predefined plane. Marti

[21] highlighted that these tests are subject to a

relatively low amount of scatter.

Molins et al. [22] proposed the double punch test on

short cylinders for obtaining the r-w relationship of

SFRC. The authors have subsequently demonstrated

that these tests can be a potential alternative to flexural

prism tests [23–26]. The authors have also developed a

constitutive model for FRC based on that test [27].

However, double punch tests on cylinders and prism

bending tests share the same key limitation: they do

not permit a practical investigation of the anisotropy of

SFRC which can be induced by the potentially non-

uniform distribution of the fibres and, more impor-

tantly, the orientation of the fibres within the concrete.

Pujadas et al. [24] introduced the multidirectional

double punch test on SFRC cubic specimens to try and

overcome this drawback. These tests are again rela-

tively easy to conduct and can also account for any

bias in the directionality of the fibres by testing the

cubes in different orientations with respect to the

casting direction. Moreover, the simple specimen

geometry is particularly suitable for more extensive

test campaigns on specimens of different sizes, as is

required for studying the size effect. Some preliminary

results on the size effect for the cracking load of plain

concrete and SFRC cubes have been previously

reported by the authors of this paper [28]. A major

limitation of multidirectional double punch tests on

cubic SFRC specimens to date is the lack of a

generally accepted inverse analysis procedure to

establish the r-w relationship of the material.

To this end, this paper presents a simple and

mechanically consistent inverse analysis procedure to

characterise the post-cracking behaviour of SFRC by

means of a notional stress-crack width relationship

from the results of multidirectional double punch tests.

A detailed assessment of the crack kinematics is

performed on all faces of the cube using optical

measurement methods during testing and forms the

basis of the proposed inverse analysis procedure.

Furthermore, the results of a experimental campaign

intending to investigate the post-cracking behaviour

along with the anisotropy and size effect of SFRC

cubes is also presented.

2 Experimental campaign

2.1 Specimens, materials and casting

Details of the experimental campaign are reported in

[28] and a summary is presented herein. A total of 30

cubes of varying sizes (as summarised in Table 1)
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were manufactured and tested to failure. A C25/30

concrete with a maximum aggregate size of Dmax=

16 mm was adopted in all tests. The SFRC specimens

contained Dramix 3D 65/35 steel fibres, which were

0.55 mm in diameter, 35 mm long and had an ultimate

notional tensile strength of 1350 MPa. The cubes

differed in fibre dosage, size, and loading direction,

and are designated using the following nomenclature:

F{fibre dosage}-{size}-{loading direction}. Three

fibre volumetric dosages were adopted, i.e., qf = 0,

40 and 80 kg/m3, which corresponds to 0, 0.5 and

1.0% by vol., respectively. The size of the cubes is

characterised by the cubes side length, s = {150, 212,

300, 424, 600}; the smallest and largest specimens

thus differed by a factor of four in terms of side length

(relevant for the size effect), 16 in terms of cross-

section (relevant for test machine capacity), and 64 in

terms of volume (relevant for production). The

loading direction {H, V} distinguishes between cubes

that were loaded horizontally (H) or vertically

(V) with respect to the casting direction, i.e., the

applied load was either perpendicular (H) or parallel

(V) to the direction of casting. An overview of the test

specimens investigated is presented in Table 1 and

Fig. 1. While the original campaign consisted of

additional samples of smaller sizes (75 and 106 mm),

these tests are not discussed herein because the results

were found to be non-representative due to the fibres

being excessively large relative to the specimen size

[28]. Four prisms with dimensions of 150 mm 9 150

mm 9 550 mm were cast together with the double

punch samples for the batches containing fibres and

were tested to [13].

The concrete was sourced from a local Swiss ready-

mix supplier and delivered by a typical concrete mixer

truck. The same concrete was used to cast all three

concrete mixtures (defined by their fibre dosage), with

the intention of removing any inconsistencies caused

by concrete mixing and supply. The initial mass of

concrete contained in the truck-mounted agitator bowl

was determined by the supplier by weighing the truck

before and after loading it with the concrete con-

stituents. At concrete delivery, the specific density of

the fresh concrete was determined; this allowed amore

precise estimation of the fresh concrete volume and

the required amounts of fibres to be added. Addition-

ally, a flow table test was performed to determine the

workability of the concrete (500, 520 and 370 mm for

batches with fibre dosages 0, 40 and 80 kg/m3,

respectively). The plain concrete specimens (fibre

dosage = 0 kg/m3) were cast first by measuring out a

defined mass of concrete in a kibble so that a known

mass of concrete remained in the agitator. Steel fibres

were then gradually added to the agitator to produce a

mix with a fibre dosage of 40 kg/m3. Furthermore,

some superplasticiser was added to the agitator to

ensure a similar concrete consistency to the plain

concrete mix and to minimise the vibration required

during casting. The fibres and concrete were thor-

oughly mixed within the agitator for approximately

10 min. After satisfying quality controls of uniformity

and workability, the 40 kg/m3 specimens were cast.

The procedure was repeated analogously to batch and

cast the SFRC mix containing 80 kg/m3 of fibres.

All specimens were cast in lubricated timber

formwork. The three largest sets of the plain concrete

cubes (s = 300, 424, and 600 mm), were vibrated with

an immersed vibration needle. All other specimens

were compacted on a vibrating table, using additional

external vibrators for the s = 300, 424, and 600 mm

SFRC specimens to ensure a uniform degree of

compaction amongst all specimens. Care was taken

to avoid over-compaction, which would otherwise

lead to a non-uniform distribution of the fibres through

the height of the specimens. After hardening, the

casting surface of all specimens were ground to ensure

coplanar, level surfaces for load introduction.

The specimens were tested in ascending order with

respect to their size. Testing began at an age of 20 days

and took place over a period of 7 days. The

Table 1 Properties of the double punch specimens

{fibre dosage}

[kg/m3]

{size}

[mm]

{loading direction}

00 40 80 150 H

00 40 80 150 V

00 40 80 212 H

00 40 80 212 V

00 40 80 300 H

00 40 80 300 V

00 40 80 424 H

00 40 80 424 V

00 40 80 600 H

00 40 80 600 V
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mechanical properties of the concrete (cylinder com-

pressive strength fc, modulus of elasticity Ec and

tensile strength fct) and the flexural residual tensile

strength offered by the SFRC (fRi) were determined

24 days after casting. These results are summarised in

Table 2. The tensile strength was obtained by means of

conventional cylindrical double punch tests as pro-

posed by Chen [20]:

fct ¼
4 � Ncr

p 2:4Dh� p2ð Þ ð1Þ

where Ncr is the cracking load of the specimen,

D = 150 mm and h = 150 mm correspond to the

cylinder diameter and height, respectively, and

p = D/4 is the punch diameter.

2.2 Test protocol and instrumentation

As proposed by Chen [20], the diameter p of the steel

punches used in this study was one-quarter of the side

length s of the cube (see Fig. 2), i.e., p was scaled in

proportion to s similar to the size-effect tests on plain

concrete cubes conducted by Marti [21]. The punches

were carefully centred on the loading surfaces to

minimise any induced eccentricities. During the test,

the ram displacement and the force signal of the

machine were recorded. The test was terminated at a

loss of approximately 80% of the peak load or at a

maximum ram displacement of 15 mm, whichever

occurred first.

The deformation of the cubes was tracked through-

out testing using two measurement systems (see

Fig. 3) on adjacent sides of each cube: (i) optical 3D

motion tracking system ‘Optotrak Certus’ from NDI

[29] (referred in the following as NDI) and (ii) 3D

digital image correlation (DIC) from Correlated

Solutions [30]. On two adjacent side faces of the

cube, horizontally aligned pairs of optical NDI

markers were attached to the specimens. The number

of pairs depended on the size of the specimens,

Fig. 1 Double punch specimens with size = {150, 212, 300, 424, 600} mm and fibre dosage = 40 kg/m3: a before and b after testing

Table 2 Mechanical properties of the concrete mixes (mean value and coefficient of variation in brackets)

{fibre
dosage}
[kg/m3]

fc
[mm]

Ec

[GPa]

fct
[MPa]

fR1
[MPa]

fR2
[MPa]

fR3
[MPa]

fR4
[MPa]

00 38.6 (± 1.8%) 32.8 (± 3.4%) 3.24 (± 1.5%) – – – –

40 39.2 (± 1.5%) 31.6 (± 2.5%) 3.19 (± 3.1%) 5.05 (± 20.2%) 5.31 (± 20.3%) 4.75 (± 14.5%) 4.29 (± 15.4%)

80 43.9 (± 1.4%) 32.5 (± 0.9%) 3.64 (± 3.0%) 6.17 (± 18.0%) 6.30 (± 14.8%) 6.07 (± 15.5%) 5.91 (± 15.1%)
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ranging from 3 equally spaced pairs for the smallest

sized specimens to 7 equally spaced pairs for the

largest specimens. On the other two adjacent side

faces of the cube, a speckle pattern with a nominal

speckle size of 2 mm was applied and tracked by DIC.

Noting that the ram displacement measured by the

testing machine is biased by the machine stiffness,

NDI and DIC trackers were applied to the punches to

compute the effective punch penetration into the

concrete.

The extent of cracking of the specimens was

continuously measured using these two measuring

systems, both with a measurement frequency of 1 Hz.

For the NDI system, 3-dimensional measurements

were recorded. The crack widths along the specimen

height were computed by determining the relative

horizontal displacement between the pairs of optical

markers. For the DIC measurements, a pair of high-

resolution cameras (4096 9 3000 px and lenses with a

focal length of 25 mm) were used to capture the

images. During post-processing, the correlation was

conducted using the software ‘VIC-3D’ by Correlated

Solutions [30]. The crack widths were similarly

extracted using the NDI system by computing the

relative horizontal displacement of the DIC virtual

inspection points placed in the same configuration as

the NDI optical markers. The average value of the 3 to

7 crack width measurements by the NDI or DIC

system represents the average crack width of that side

of the cube. Using several pairs of inspection points

allows cracks that do not open uniformly along the

height of the cube to be adequately represented by the

average crack width parameter. Finally, by summing

up the average crack widths of the four sides of a

particular cube, the total perimetral crack width

(TPCW) is obtained as a representative proxy for the

cracking behaviour of the cube. The threshold to

consider a side of the cube as cracked was set to

0.1 mm, i.e., slightly above the uncertainty level of the

NDI system. Average crack widths below this
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Fig. 2 Principle of multidirectional double punch test and typical failure mode assuming three cracks: a Isometric view with geometry;

b plan view; c elevation view; d cone kinematics
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Fig. 3 Description of optical measuring systems: a Isometric view with the position of the optical markers and the speckle pattern;

b plan view; c position of the DIC system for specimen with size = 600 mm
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threshold are not accounted toward the TPCW. In the

following, only the TPCW will be focused on.

Setting the crack width equal to the relative

horizontal displacement between pair of points located

relatively far away from the crack is an approximation,

as the relative horizontal displacement includes the

small elastic deformation adjacent to the cracks. The

accuracy of this approximation was examined by

investigating the full displacement and strain fields of

the surfaces tracked with DIC. Using the open-source

software ACDM [31, 32], the cracks were detected,

and the crack width was continuously computed based

on the displacement and strain fields. The ACDM

software allows multiple cracks to be detected and

provides a much more precise measurement of the

crack width since the inspection points are much

closer to the crack. ACDM was applied to some

randomly selected specimens, and the results demon-

strated that the obtained crack width matched very

closely to those obtained with the approximate crack

width with simple virtual strain gauges [33]. There-

fore, for the purpose of this paper, the discrete

measurements of the crack width were judged to be

sufficiently accurate.

3 Experimental results

3.1 General behaviour

When a concentrated load is applied over a limited

area of concrete, the compressive stresses disperse

below the loading plates, and circumferential tensile

stresses develop within the specimen. These stresses

are proportional to the applied load until the tensile

strength of the concrete is reached and cracking

occurs. For the specimens tested in this study, at

cracking, a conical fragment develops adjacent to each

steel punch, and vertical cracks propagate radially

from these fragments across the width of the specimen.

As the conical fragments penetrate the concrete with

increasing ram displacements, the outer concrete

segments are displaced in the radial direction. While

a sliding failure occurs along the surface of the conical

fragments, separation failure between the outer seg-

ments dominates the overall response of the specimens

[20].

For most of the plain concrete specimens tested,

three vertical cracks formed on the sides of the cubes,

as shown in Figs. 2b and 4a. Although in several of

the SFRC cubes three main radial cracks developed,

many specimens displayed only two cracks (refer to

Fig. 4b). Some SFRC specimens had cracks that

opened relatively unevenly across the height of the

cube.

With increasing penetration of the punches, the

TPCW in the SFRC specimens tended to localise in the

weakest radial crack plane. This is evident in Fig. 4b

and 4c where the number of localised cracks in the

specimens containing fibres was typically one. For the

plain concrete specimens, the localisation of cracks

cannot be observed because of the brittle nature of the

material at the onset of cracking.

3.2 Wedge angle

After testing, the conical concrete fragments directly

adjacent to the punches were extracted from the cubes.

The effective geometry of the formed fragments was

observed to be rather a 3- or 4-sided pyramid-like

figure with a circular base as opposed to a perfect cone.

The roughness of the crack surfaces also influences the

effective geometry of the lateral surface of the

fragments.

In order to simplify the proposed kinematic model,

the fragments are assumed to be perfect cones. The

angle of the cone a is defined in Fig. 2d, where hp is

the height of the cone and p the diameter of the punch:

cot að Þ ¼ 2 � hp
p

ð2Þ

Table 3 presents the observed value of cot að Þ for all
specimens. Irrespective of fibre dosage, size and

loading direction, the measured values of cot (a) did
not exhibit significant variation among all specimens.

The mean value of cot að Þ for all specimens tested was

2.14 (with a coefficient of variation (CoV) of 0.14).

This corresponds to a cone angle of a = 25 deg. This

is in perfect agreement with Pujadas’ findings on

double punch tests on FRC cylinders [23].

3.3 Fibre distribution

Aveston and Kelly [34] presented a simple yet

physically consistent expression for the theoretical

number of fibres ntheo which are freely orientated in

three dimensions crossing a plane of unit area. This
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expression was derived as 2�qf = p�d2f
� �

, where qf is

the total volumetric fibre content, and df is the

diameter of the fibre. To account for boundary and

wall effects [35], this expression may be expressed as:

ntheo ¼
4 � Kf � qf
p � d2f

ð3Þ

where Kf is the fibre orientation factor. By assuming

that all possible fibre orientations have an equal

probability of occurrence, the fibre orientation factor

Kf for a fibre in 3D space is Kf = 1/2 [36–38]. We note

that adopting Kf = 1/2 gives the same expression as

that derived by Aveston and Kelly. The theoretical

number of fibres ntheo is therefore 108 and 216 per 100

cm2 for SFRC unimpeded by boundaries containing 40

and 80 kg/m3 of fibres used in this study, respectively.

After testing, the number of fibres crossing the

localised crack were manually counted to check

whether segregation or alignment of the fibres had

occurred. For the specimens of larger sizes (s C 300

mm), the fibres were counted over a cut section

approximately parallel to the localised crack. Two

areas of 100 cm2 were randomly selected and

inspected at the upper and lower parts of the

section. The areas were at least 35 mm (i.e., the length

of a fibre) away from the external face of the cube to

minimise any biases due to the boundary effects. The

number of counted fibres ncount between the two areas

of the same specimen was similar, meaning that no

significant fibre segregation occurred during the

casting and compaction operation. The mean value

of the two areas is reported in Table 3. The fibre

counting in the smaller specimens (s B 212 mm) was

Fig. 4 Crack pattern of tested double punch samples: a F00-600-H; b F40-300-H; c F80-150-V-cut

Table 3 Measured wedge inclination cot(a) and ratio ncount / ntheo between counted and theoretical number of fibres crossing the

vertical crack where the deformation localised at failure

{fibre

dosage}

[kg/m3]

{size}

[mm]

{loading

direction}

cot(a)
[-]

ncount / ntheo
[-]

40 | 80 150 H 2.45 1.81 – 0.77

40 | 80 150 V 2.03 1.97 0.62 1.38

40 | 80 212 H 1.96 2.04 0.58 0.45

40 | 80 212 V 2.30 1.58 0.82 0.87

40 | 80 300 H 2.19 2.27 0.80 0.53

40 | 80 300 V 2.08 2.08 1.18 1.22

40 | 80 424 H 1.96 2.26 0.81 0.69

40 | 80 424 V 2.13 1.60 1.29 1.30

40 | 80 600 H 2.20 2.79 0.50 0.56

40 | 80 600 V 2.49 2.65 0.95 0.96

Mean (CoV) H 2.08(0.07) 2.23(0.16) 0.67(0.23) 0.60(0.21)

Mean (CoV) V 2.21(0.09) 1.98(0.22) 0.97(0.28) 1.15(0.19)
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conducted directly on the localised crack (the speci-

mens were opened across this surface). One area

corresponding to half of the crack surface was

inspected. The results are shown in Table 3, where

the ratio between ncount and ntheo is presented. The

fibres in specimen F40-150-H could not be counted

because the specimen was severely damaged after

testing when it was force prised opened along the

localised crack.

It can be seen that the number of fibres counted for

the specimens loaded in V direction was consistently

and significantly greater than in the H direction,

regardless of the fibre dosage or the size of the

specimens. Since all the specimens with 40 or 80 kg/

m3 of steel fibres consisted of the same rheology of

SFRC, the difference in the number of fibres relative to

the loading direction is attributed to the vibration

process during casting. The data clearly indicates that

for the mix rheology adopted in this study, the fibres

tended to align horizontally with respect to their

orientation at casting. Therefore, more fibres bridge

vertical cracks (parallel to the casting direction) than

horizontal cracks (perpendicular to it), see Fig. 5. The

implication of this observation is discussed below. It is

worth remarking that some specimens appear to have

fewer fibres in both the vertical and horizontal loading

directions than the expected theoretical amount. These

results are believed to be attributed to the normal

variability of the material and the tendency of the

crack to localize in sections containing fewer fibres

[36–38]. These are important aspects that must be

considered in the design of FRC structures.

3.4 Cracking load

Table 4 reports the cracking load, number of radial

macrocracks, and number of localised radial cracks at

the conclusion of testing for each specimen. For the

SFRC specimens, the cracking load is usually clearly

identified by a kink in the load (or nominal stress) vs

penetration curve (compare Fig. 7). However, for

some cubes with 80 kg/m3 of fibres loaded in the

vertical direction, this was not the case. For this

reason, the cracking load is unambiguously defined for

all specimens as the load at which the average crack

width on any cube side attains the threshold value of

0.1 mm.

In line with Chen [20] and Marti [21], a nominal

stress is specified in order to compare the different

sized double punch tests. The nominal stress is defined

the same as in Lee et al. [28] as:

rN ¼ b
N

s2
ð4Þ

whereN is the applied load, s represents the side length

of the cube, and b is a coefficient whose value,

assumed to be constant for geometrically similar

structures, is chosen in such a way that rN at cracking

for a specimen size corresponding to that of the

standard cylindrical double-punch test (i.e.

s = 150 mm) equals the tensile strength of concrete

fct given by Eq. (1). In this study, a value of b ¼ 0:54

is adopted for all specimens.

Comparing the cracking loads shown in Fig. 6, it

can be concluded that for the SFRC specimens, there is

a clear difference in the responses with respect to the

loading vs casting directions. For the V specimens, a

significantly higher cracking load was seen when

compared to the specimens tested in the horizontal

direction. Two hypotheses are considered to explain

this difference. The first is that some tension is carried

by the fibres prior to reaching the crack width

threshold set to define the cracking load, with more

fibres crossing the cracks in the specimens loaded in

the V-direction. The second hypothesis relates to the

observed predominant fibre orientation in the hori-

zontal direction due to the casting and vibration

procedure, with the fibres being prevalently oriented

parallel to the plane where the cracks would form.

Considering the interface between the fibres and

surrounding matrix to be a weak concrete zone, it is

hypothesised that the presence of fibres would locally

s

s
N

N

N

N

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Schematic drawing of the dominant fibre alignments:

a Samples with loading direction V; b samples with loading di-
rection H. Note: casting direction = vertical
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decrease the tensile strength of the concrete along this

interface. Consequently, cracks along these interfaces

would contain fibres that aren’t adequately engaged.

Similar observations were made by [40].

Bažant [39] introduced the following nonlinear

fracture mechanics-based size-effect relationship for

quasi-brittle structures:

rN;cr ¼
B0 � fctffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ s

k�Dmax

q ð5Þ

where rN;cr is the prediction for the nominal stress

defined in Eq. 1, k and B0 are empirical constants, and

Dmax is the maximum aggregate size. As shown by Lee

et al. [28], Bažant’s size-effect relationship can be

fitted to the experimental results to obtain a trend line

for the cracking strength for different cube sizes. The

obtained trend lines and the corresponding least-

square fitting parameters are shown in Fig. 6.

For plain concrete and for the SFRC with fibre

dosages of 40 kg/m3 and 80 kg/m3, a clear size-effect

can be observed in Fig. 6. Nevertheless, based on the

obtained data, it cannot be determined whether the

fibres enhance or diminish the size effect. The

explanatory power of the data is limited because of

the relatively small number and limited size range of

the test specimens, whereby the capacity of the 5 MN

Table 4 Cracking load and number of radial cracks of the tested double-punch specimens

{fibre dosage}

[kg/m3]

{size}

[mm]

{loading direction} Cracking load Ncr [kN] Number of cracks Number of localised cracks

00 | 40 | 80 150 H 125.2 116.6 129.4 2 | 2 | 2 - | 1 | 2

00 | 40 | 80 150 V 131.7 137.6 157.3 3 | 3 | 3 -| 2 | 1

00 | 40 | 80 212 H 268.2 242.9 210.6 3 | 2 | 2 -| 1 | 2

00 | 40 | 80 212 V 260.2 256.3 312.8 2 | 2 | 2 -| 2 | 1

00 | 40 | 80 300 H 470.8 427.3 442.0 3 | 2 | 2 -| 1 | 1

00 | 40 | 80 300 V 460.2 496.1 515.8 3 | 2 | 3 -| 2 | 1

00 | 40 | 80 424 H 863.7 691.5 752.4 3 | 2 | 2 -| 1 | 1

00 | 40 | 80 424 V 865.0 895.9 923.1 3 | 3 | 2 -| 1 | 1

00 | 40 | 80 600 H 1724.2 1347.7 1603.3 3 | 2 | 2 -| 1 | 1

00 | 40 | 80 600 V 1723.4 1779.6 1923.2 3 | 2 | 2 -| 1 | 1
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V
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Fig. 6 Log-log plot of the size effect on nominal stress at cracking for a plain concrete; b fibre dosage of 40 kg/m3 and c fibre dosage of

80 kg/m3 (the continuous curves denote the fitted size-effect relationship according to Bažant [39], while the dashed lines refer to the

solutions of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) and plasticity)
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testing machine governed the maximum specimen

size. Therefore, no in-depth analyses and interpreta-

tions of size effects are presented here.

3.5 Post-cracking behaviour

Figure 7 presents the post-cracking behaviour of the

SFRC specimens. The solid lines represent the nom-

inal stress rN plotted against the punch penetration

DL, and the dashed lines correspond to the TPCW

plotted with respect to DL. The plots on the right side

of Fig. 7 compare the tests with the same fibre dosage.

The curves are shifted horizontally so that the cracking

load is attained for a penetration DL = 0.

It can be observed that the results are significantly

impacted by the presence of the fibres. It can also be

seen that the post-cracking strength of the V-speci-

mens is significantly greater than the strength of the

H-specimens for all sizes tested. This observation can

again be explained by the non-homogenous orienta-

tion of the fibres (see Sect. 3.3). Interestingly, it can

also be seen that the scatter of the post-peak branches

of both the nominal stress and the TPCW is quite low

for all specimen sizes. This observation indicates a

size-independent post-peak response. It is worth

noting that the TPCW is nearly proportional to the

post-cracking punch penetration for all fibre dosages,

with a slope that appears to decrease with the fibre

dosage. This implies that the less effective the fibres

are in transferring tensile forces across cracks, the

more the radial cracks will open with a given punch

penetration.

4 Crack kinematics

In this section, mechanically consistent expressions

are derived to relate the axial displacement of the

punch (penetration) to the TPCW of cubic double

punch specimens. Such expressions are particularly

useful to estimate the r-w relationship (Sect. 5)

without the necessity to directly measure the TPCW,

which greatly simplifies the measurement techniques

required during experimentation.

4.1 Existing kinematic models

Consider the response of a SFRC double punch test at

the onset of cracking. Once the tangential tensile stress

reaches the tensile strength of the concrete matrix, two

conical fragments suddenly form below the punches

and the surrounding concrete is divided by n radial

cracks. Hence, Chen [20] (Fig. 8a) idealised the

failure kinematics with rigid body displacements of

the two conical fragments (defined by the opening

angle a) translating toward each other and laterally

displacing the surrounding similarly sized concrete

parts.

Chen [20] and later Marti [21] idealised the failure

mechanism of a cylindrical double punch specimen to

consist of (infinitely) many radial cracks. The relative

displacement vectors between the conical fragments

and the outer concrete segments are inclined at a

dilatancy angle w to the discontinuity surface. The

total punch penetration DL is the sum of the penetra-

tion of the top and bottom punches, which are

theoretically equal. Therefore, according to Chen

[20] and Marti [21], a total punch penetration of DL
corresponds to a lateral displacement of the outer

segments of tan aþ wð Þ � DL=2, resulting in the sum of

all radial crack widths, i.e. a TPCW, of

TPCWChen ¼ p � tan aþ wð Þ � DL ð6Þ

In accordance with plasticity theory and the asso-

ciated flow rule, Marti [18] assumed the dilatancy

angle to be equal to the internal friction angle,

w ¼ u ¼ atan 3
4

� �
¼ 36:9�. On account of the upper-

bound theorem of limit analysis, the angle a, which is a
free kinematic parameter, must be varied to find the

least upper bound solution from limit analysis for the

failure load N. For the specimens and punch geome-

tries considered in this study, i.e., d = h = 4p, and

typical concrete properties used in construction prac-

tice, i.e., fc / fct\ 15, the least upper bound is always

obtained with an angle a ¼ atan p=hð Þ ¼ 14�, mean-

ing that the apices of the conical fragments coincide

[21].

Following an extensive experimental campaign,

Pujadas et al. [23] (Fig. 8b) assumed that a failed

specimen contained n major radial cracks that divided

the specimen into n segments. For the sake of

simplicity, the angle between adjacent crack surfaces

cFig. 7 Nominal stress and total perimetral crack width (TPCW)

vs penetration for cast specimens with fibres (the predicted

TPCW by the kinematics models of Chen [20] and Pujadas et al.

[23] are represented on the right plots)
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was assumed to be constant and equal to 2p/n. From
the experimental observations, they concluded that a

cone angle a ¼ 25� was generally representative for

the tested samples. The number of cracks in the

experiments was between two and four, but to avoid a

biased analysis, the number of cracks was set to n = 3.

No dilatancy w was considered in their model. As

such, the TPCW was expressed as:

TPCWPujadas ¼ n � sin p
n

� �
� tan að Þ � DL ð7Þ

The relationships between penetration and TPCW

predicted by Chen’s and Pujadas’ models are plotted

in Fig. 7 together with the experimental data collected

as part of this study. It can be observed that the

specimens loaded in the H direction tend to correlate

well with Chen’s model, whereas the samples loaded

in the V direction are better predicted by the model of

Pujadas et al. Evidently, neither of these existing

models can adequately predict the behaviour of

specimens with different fibre dosages and

effectiveness.

4.2 Proposed kinematic model

In this study, the two models presented above are

combined and applied to a cubic specimen. Account-

ing for the dilatancy angle w and a finite number of

cracks n (see Fig. 8c), the following relationship for

the TPCW is proposed:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8 Kinematic models

for double punch tests:

a Chen (adapted from [21]);

b Pujadas et al. drawn with

three cracks (adapted from

[23]); c proposed model for

cubes assuming three cracks
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TPCW ¼ n � sin p
n

� �
� tan aþ wð Þ � DL ð8Þ

Based on the experimental observations of this

study (see Sect. 3.2), the angle a is set as 25�. Strictly
speaking, the assumedmechanism is kinematically not

fully consistent. By assuming a finite number of cracks

and a perfectly conical wedge, with increasing pene-

tration, the cone slides only on the edges and not the

whole surface of its outer counterparts (note that these

observations apply to Pujadas’ model as well). Nev-

ertheless, considering that in reality the fragments are

not perfectly conical but pyramidal, and that the crack

surfaces are very rough, the geometric simplifications

made are reasonable.

The number of cracks n was found to vary between

two and three, with the crack width tending to localize

in one or (less frequently) two cracks with increasing

punch penetration in the fibre-reinforced specimens

(see Table 4). The TPCW obtained with Eq. (8)

diminished by roughly 23% when n = 2 instead of 3 is

chosen. To avoid any bias evaluation and fitting to the

experimental data, the number of cracks assumed in

the model predictions is set for all tests to n = 3, with

one crack surface passing through the middle of one

specimen side (see Fig. 8c). The motivations and

implications of this simplification are discussed in

Sect. 5.2.

Following the modelling assumptions presented in

Sects. 4.1 and 4.2, Eq. (8) can be used to back-

calculate the dilatancy angle from the measured

TPCW and penetration. The obtained values for all

SFRC specimens tested in this study are presented in

Fig. 9.

The notional dilatancy angles obtained for small

penetrations are unreliable due to the uncertainty of

the optical measuring systems used to measure the

crack widths (particularly for the NDI system, which is

ca. 0.1 mm). For penetrations above 0.5 mm, the

notional dilatancy angle converged to a constant

value. No size effect can be seen for the notional

dilatancy angle w, however, it is clear that the loading
direction and the fibre dosage significantly influenced

w. For specimens loaded in the horizontal direction, w
was approximately 208 for both fibre dosages. For

those specimens loaded in the vertical direction,wwas

approximately 108 and 08 for 40 kg/m3 and 80 kg/m3,

respectively. The dilatancy angle of the specimens

made of plain concrete could not be determined

because the specimens failed too abruptly to perform

sufficient crack kinematic measurements. The dila-

tancy angles of the SFRC specimens are all signifi-

cantly below the value according to plasticity theory

using an associated flow rule of w = u =36.98. Note
that the latter value has been verified to be valid and

consistent for plain concrete [41, 42].

As the effective fibre content is impacted by the

loading direction of the cubes, it may be concluded

that the main influential factor pertaining to crack

kinematics is the effective fibre content and hence, the

effective fibre residual tensile stress. As is seen in

Fig. 9, the notional dilatancy angle decreased with

increasing effective fibre content. It seems that high

effective fibre contents impede the crack opening

resulting in lower TPCW and consequently yielding a

lower notional dilatancy angle according to the

modelling assumptions made. A refined quantitative

prediction of the dilatancy angle requires further

research, related to the dilatancy angle and the

effective fibre content / effective fibre residual tensile

stress and is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 9 Estimation of the dilatancy angle w for cast specimens with fibres using the proposed kinematic model assuming three cracks
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However, as a first step in establishing the crack

kinematics for this testing configuration, the proposed

method allows for the prediction of the TPCW based

solely on the measured penetration DL, noting that the
model depends on only a few parameters (i.e., number

of cracks n, cone angle a, dilatancy angle w) – all of

which can easily be determined or estimated with

reasonable accuracy. The major benefit of this

approach is that it greatly simplifies the measurements

required to be gathered during testing. Indeed,

following this approach, tracking the cube surfaces

with DIC or NDI is no longer necessary.

5 Stress – crack width relationship

The fundamental mechanical property when designing

SFRC is its post-cracking residual tensile strength.

This can be characterised by means of the direct plots

given in Sect. 3.5, as the post-cracking response of a

double-punch test is governed by the material’s post-

cracking tensile response. However, more common

and desired for practice are residual tensile fibre stress

vs crack width (rt,f-w) relationships. In the following,

an inverse procedure to obtain such relationships from

multidirectional double punch tests is proposed and

compared to well-established inverse analysis proce-

dures developed for 3-point bending tests.

5.1 Model for inverse analysis of double punch

tests

The inverse analysis model to obtain the rt,f-w rela-

tionship of SFRC from cubic double punch tests

comprises two steps. In the first step, the applied axial

load N is related to the residual tensile fibre stress rt,f

across the radial cracks. The second step comprises the

definition of a reference crack width.

5.1.1 Residual tensile fibre stress rt,f

By formulating equilibrium conditions on the failure

mechanism described in Sect. 4.2, it is possible to

estimate the residual tensile fibre stresses across the

radial cracks as a function of the measured axial load.

To simplify the calculations, a simple friction model is

adopted to describe the interaction of the interface

between the cone and the outer concrete segments by

considering the symmetry of the specimen. The shear

force FF that acts along the interface between these

two elements consists of a frictional component l�FN

and a cohesive component c�Acone,n, where FN is the

compressive force perpendicular to the surface (as

illustrated in Fig. 10), l is the coefficient of friction, c

is the cohesion, and Acone,n is the contact surface area

of the outer concrete segments with the corresponding

part of the cone:

Acone;n ¼
p � s2

n � 64 � sin a ð9Þ

The fibre bridging stress across the conical wedge

surfaces are neglected mainly for two reasons: (i) the

crack area of the wedge is relatively small compared to

the total crack area of the radial cracks; (ii) the low

angle of the wedge displacement vector, as illustrated

in Fig. 8, leaves most of the fibres ineffective at

transmitting stresses across the cracks since the dowel

action of the fibres is negligible, short fibres cannot be

activated in compression, and fibres oriented close to

the crack plane exhibit insufficient anchorage, as

described in [35]. As reasoned in Sect. 4.2, strictly

geometrically speaking, the cone touches and slides

only on the edges of the outer counterpart. However,

because of the irregular shape and roughness of the

real cone fragments, the assumption of full-surface

sliding is justified. Moreover, since the punch pene-

tration is small relative to the cone height, the change

in the contact area during sliding is negligible, so it is

reasonable to assume Acone,n as constant. Rather than

expressing the resultant contact force by its compo-

nents parallel and perpendicular to the crack, it may be

decomposed into its horizontal and vertical compo-

nents FX and FY, respectively (see Fig. 10b):

FX ¼ FN � cos a� FF � sin a
FY ¼ FN � sin aþ FF � cos a

�
ð10Þ

αα
FX

FXFX

FT
FT

FT

FX

FX

FY

N

FY FF

FN

FN

FF

(a) (b)

Fig. 10 Equilibrium conditions on the failure mechanism of

multi direction double punch tests, particularised for three

cracks: a plan view; b elevation view on the cone
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The outer concrete segments are separated by radial

cracks opening orthogonally by symmetry, giving rise

to tensile fibre bridging forces. The horizontal tensile

force between two outer segments is denoted by FT

(see Fig. 10a).

Equilibrium of the conical wedge in the vertical

direction gives:

N � n � FY ¼ 0 ð11Þ

Noting that each outer segment is bounded by the

upper and lower cone, as well as two adjoining outer

segments, equilibrium of horizontal forces yields:

2FT � sin p=nð Þ � 2FX ¼ 0 ð12Þ

The horizontal tensile force FT can be then obtained

as:

FT ¼ 1

sin p=nð Þ �
cos a� l � sin a
sin aþ l � cos a �

�

N

n
� c � Acone;n � cos a

	 

þ c � Acone;n � sin a

� ð13Þ

and the residual tensile fibre stress rt;f is:

rt;f ¼
FT

Sc
ð14Þ

where Sc is the nominal sectional area of the radial

crack surface and can be taken as:

Sc ¼
j � s2
2

� p2

4 � tan a ¼ s2
j
2
� 1

64 � tan a

	 

ð15Þ

where j is a coefficient that represents the geometric

disparity of the sectional areas of a cube. Generally,

the sectional area of each of the radial cracks is

different. For n = 3 cracks oriented as shown in

Fig. 8c, using a value j ¼ 4
ffiffiffi
3

p
þ 3

� �
=9 � 1:1 Eq. 15

yields a nominal sectional area corresponding to the

average of the three radial sectional areas. A value

j = 1 would result in a nominal sectional area equal to

that of a radial crack perpendicular to the cube edge,

i.e., a crack with minimal sectional area.

5.1.2 Reference crack width w

The choice of a reference crack width to be used in the

rt,f-w relationship is not obvious, as (i) the number of

radial cracks varies, (ii) the cracks rarely open

homogeneously along the specimen height, and (iii)

the crack width is not uniform among the radial cracks

but usually localised in one or two cracks (see

Table 4).

In this study, the following definition of the

reference crack width is proposed:

w ¼ TPCW

n
ð16Þ

with the TPCW being the measured total perimetral

crack width. In the absence of a direct measurement of

TPCW, it can be estimated using the kinematic model

proposed in Sect. 4.2. This reference crack width w is

not to be understood as the actual width in the

localising crack but as an estimate of the average

opening of all cracks. Consequently, the rt;f � w

relationships obtained with the inverse analysis using

the reference crack width w should not be interpreted

as the ‘actual’ residual tensile fibre stress for a given

crack width. This statement also applies to other

testing methods requiring an inverse analysis (e.g., the

prism bending test or the round determinate panel

test). Even in direct tension tests, the crack often opens

unevenly or even partially [11], hindering the defini-

tion of an unambiguous crack width. Since the adopted

definition of crack width influences the resulting rt,f-

w relationships, the results of different testing methods

might not be always directly comparable. Neverthe-

less, as long as the reference crack width is clearly

defined and applied to all analyses of a given test

method, the obtained rt,f-w relationships are capable

of describing and characterising the post-cracking

behaviour of SFRC.

5.2 Results of the inverse analysis of double punch

tests

In this section, the model presented in Sect. 5.1. is

applied to the experimental results of this study. The

residual tensile stress rt,f in each test can be calculated

through Eq. (14) with FT and Sc defined according to

Eqs. (13) and (15)), respectively, as shown in Fig. 11.

The geometrical parameters s and p are known

beforehand. The friction parameters are set to l =

0.75 and c = fc/4, as typically considered for concrete

by the modified Coulomb failure criterion [41]. Based

on experimental observations, it is recommended to

set the angle of the cone to a = 25�, as discussed in

Sect. 4.1, and the number of cracks to n = 3. While it

would be possible to tailor the inverse analysis to the
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actual failure geometry of each specimen, this would

hinder the standardisation of the method and might be

prone to biased evaluations. A value of j = 1.1 in

Eq. (15) should be considered to be consistent with the

assumed crack pattern.

An analysis of the sensitivity of the model to the

input parameters showed that the results are affected

by the chosen value of the friction coefficient l and the
number of cracks n. The influence of a 20% variation

in the friction coefficient l is shown for F80-150-V in

Fig. 11. In the same Figure, the influence of the

variation in the number of cracks n is presented for

F80-212-V. Varying the cohesion c between 0 and fc/4

in Eq. (13) results in a slight variation of the residual

tensile stress – equal to approximately 3%. Varying

the parameter j from 1.1 to 1.0 in Eq. (15) has greater

significance where an increase in the residual tensile

stress of about 11% is achieved.

The general softening trends of the inverse analysis

(see Fig. 11) match those observed in the experiments

(see Fig. 7). The results of the inverse analysis confirm

the finding of Sect. 3.5; there was a clear difference in

behaviour between the samples containing 40 and

80 kg/m3 of steel fibres: higher fibre dosages led to

higher residual tensile fibre stresses. The results also

indicate a pronounced material anisotropy. The resid-

ual tensile fibre stress for the specimens tested in the

vertical direction was significantly greater than that of

the specimens tested in the horizontal direction.

Regarding the size effect, it can be seen from Fig. 11

that the smaller specimens displayed a higher initial

residual tensile fibre stress, but exhibited a more

pronounced softening response with increasing crack

width than the larger specimens. It must be mentioned

that the boundary effect could potentially also cause

such a behaviour. The boundary effect is characterised

by aligned orientation and reduced anchorage strength

of fibres located within close vicinity of the formwork,

which Stroven and Hu [43] suggested is equal to half

the fibre length. The influence of this effect is not

within the scope of this paper.

5.3 Comparison between the inverse analysis

of double punch tests and 3-point bending tests

In this section, the inverse analysis procedure devel-

oped herein for double punch tests is compared to the

results of two inverse analysis procedures for 3-point

bending tests on notched prisms: the approach

contained in the fib Model Code 2010 [44] and the

procedure proposed by Amin et al. [8]. As described in

Sect. 2.1, the samples for the bending and the double

punch tests were cast from the same concrete batch

and tested approximatively at the same concrete age.

The bending inverse analyses are applied to the

average results (see Table 2) of four 3-point-bending

tests according to EN 14651 [13]. The resulting linear

post-cracking constitutive relationships are presented

in Fig. 11.

As noted in Sect. 1, although the results from the

prism bending tests are widespread and most often

used to characterise the behaviour of SFRC at the

material level, results from these tests do not yield the

‘‘real’’ rf-w relationship. The inverse analysis proce-

dure for indirect tests such as prism bending tests are

typically founded on assumptions and simplifications.

Indeed, there is still discussion within the scientific

community on which inverse analysis method is the

most reliable. Hence, results from these tests should

not be interpreted as the ‘‘correct’’ rf-w relationship

and act as the benchmark for the other tests. Further-

more, only one double punch test was carried out for

each combination of specimen size, fibre content, and

loading direction. This already resulted in a large and

demanding experimental campaign. Considering the

random nature of the fibre distribution, substantial

scatter is expected in the residual tensile response of

SFRC samples coming from the same batch – see for

instance the rf-w relationships obtained from four

bending test for fibre dosage = F80 in the plot with

size = 300 in Fig. 11. For these reasons, every

conclusion should be made with some caution.

Nevertheless, the following observations are noted.

There was a good agreement for the initial residual

tensile fibre stress when comparing the results of the

bending tests according to fib Model Code 2010 and

the smaller sized (s = 150, 212 mm) double punch

specimens loaded in the V direction (for both fibre

bFig. 11 Residual tensile capacity of FRC estimated with the

proposed inverse analysis of multidirectional double punch tests

(computed with n = 3 cracks), including comparison to the

results of inverse analyses from 3-point bending tests according

to fibModel Code 2010 [44] and Amin et al. [8] (the sensitivity

of the results to the chosen friction coefficient l and number of

cracks n is shown for specimens of 150 and 212 mm,

respectively)
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dosages). This is not a surprising observation since

both specimens have similar cross-sectional sizes and

were tested in the same direction relative to casting.

The double punch test on larger cubes with loading

direction H led to significantly lower initial residual

tensile fibre stresses. An excellent agreement existed

between the results of the bending tests according to

Amin et al. [8] and the specimens with fibre dosage =

F40 and loading direction = V.

The small double punch test specimens yielded rf-

w relationships that softened significantly more than

the average linear relationship given by the bending

tests. The double punch test on larger specimens

presented a softening slope similar to that of the

bending tests.

Generally, the overall differences between bending

tests and double punch tests on similarly sized

specimens and loading direction V were relatively

small compared to the scatter due to random nature of

the fibre distribution. The biggest advantage of double

punch test over the bending test is that the double

punch test allows an easier investigation of the

material anisotropy.

6 Conclusions

The residual or post-cracking tensile response of steel

fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC) is typically deter-

mined following an inverse analysis of flexural prism

tests. However, the anisotropy of the material due to

the dispersion and orientation of the fibres cannot be

accounted for in these tests. This paper explores the

potential and capabilities of multidirectional double

punch tests on cubic specimens to analyse anisotropic

and size effects when characterising the residual

tensile capacity of SFRC. To this end, a new kinematic

model based on the previous work of Pujadas [23] and

Chen [20] is proposed. The model allows for the

prediction of the total perimetral crack width of the

cubes based on the measured punch penetration when

a direct measurement of the crack width on the four

sides of the cube is not available. An inverse analysis

procedure was also developed to estimate the r-
w response of SFRC as a function of the applied axial

load and the measured (or predicted) total perimetral

crack width of the cubes. This inverse analysis is

composed of (i) equilibrium relationships between the

applied axial load and the tangential stress across the

vertical radial cracks and (ii) kinematic modelling

relating the total perimetral crack width with the

reference crack width, depending on the number of

cracks formed in the specimen. To tackle the potential

and limitations of this methodology, an experimental

investigation was conducted comprising 30 double

punch tests on cubes of varying sizes, fibre dosage and

loading direction with respect to the casting direction.

From the experimental and analytical study con-

ducted, the following conclusions can be drawn:

• The multidirectional double punch tests recorded

significantly different residual capacities depend-

ing on the loading direction. The post-cracking

strength of the specimens loaded in the vertical

direction (corresponding to the concrete casting

direction) was significantly greater than the

strength of the specimens loaded in the horizontal

direction for all sizes tested. The examination of

the failure surfaces of the tested specimens

confirmed that this difference was caused by a

biased orientation of the fibres, which tended to

align horizontally during the casting procedure.

• A clear size-effect with respect to the cracking load

can be observed for plain concrete and SFRC with

fibre dosage of 40 kg/m3 and 80 kg/m3. However,

based on the available data, it is not possible to

determine whether adding fibres enhances or

mitigates the size effect.

• The angle of the concrete wedges created during

the multi-directional double punch tests was

approximately 25 degrees, which is in good

agreement with previous findings on cylindrical

double punch tests. It is recommended to adopt this

experimental wedge angle as input for kinematic

models used to predict the total perimetral crack

width.

• The results of the proposed kinematic model are

dependent on the assumed number of cracks and

dilatancy angle. Either two or three cracks formed

in the tests. The cracks had different openings, with

most of the damage localising in a single crack.

While the actual number of cracks in the test could

be accounted for in the inverse analysis, the

preliminary observations of this study suggest that

considering three cracks might be simple and

effective without significantly affecting accuracy.

However, the uncertainty in the number of cracks

and the distribution of the total perimetral crack
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width is a significant shortcoming of the double

punch tests compared to other tests with a unique

failure mechanism (e.g., notched three-point bend-

ing test).

• The notional dilatancy angle estimated from the

experimental results of SFRC cubes using the

proposed kinematic model ranged between 0� and
20� depending on the fibre dosage and the loading

direction. This value is much smaller than the value

derived by plasticity theory with the associated

flow rule for plain concrete. Further research is

required to clarify the dilatancy angle to be

considered depending on the effective fibre content

/ effective fibre residual tensile stress.

• The results of the proposed inverse analysis

method for double punch tests on cubes are

generally in-line with the output of well-estab-

lished inverse analysis methods for three-point

bending tests regarding the general post-cracking

behaviour of SFRC despite the different modelling

assumptions, specimen geometries and effective

fibre contents. While the procedure does not yield

the ‘‘real’’ residual stress-crack width relationship,

the approach gives useful comparative information

on the loading direction dependency of the residual

tensile stress offered by the fibres. Further inves-

tigation is required to prove its reliability as a

quantitative tool in general and the appropriate

choice of parameters in particular.
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